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Background

- **Mar 2016 OSD memo** requires installation energy plan (IEP) to
  - Assure future energy, water demand
  - Achieve requirements (Congress, White House, DoD, Army)
  - Lower costs
  - Facilitate stakeholder cooperation

- **Mar 2019**: Signed IEPs for 75% total Army energy consumption
Installation Energy and Water Plan

- Reviewing Existing Army Plans
  - Crosswalk to obtain any redundancies or gaps
- Developing Metrics
- Establishing criteria for determining 75% of consumption
- Developing metrics
- Develop standardized SOW
- Meet 14 day mission critical requirement for energy and water
**Army Installation Status Report Mission Capacity**

**Installation Status Report (Mission Capacity) (ISR-MC)** provides a standard platform for evaluating Army installation energy and water security posture to inform Army decision-making.

**Metrics align with Directive requirements:**
- Critical Mission Sustainment
- Assured Access
- Infrastructure Condition
- System Operation

**Major Activities**
- Issue Guidance
- Develop Metrics

**Data Importance**
- Project Development
- Funding
- Establish Relationships with Providers
Questions???